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Volunteers help bring a successful PGA Championship to fruition at Oak Hill Country Club.
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How two New Jersey superintendents convinced members that their environmental plans for golf course maintenance made sense.
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It can satisfy environmentalists — and be good for the bottom line, too.
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**Real-Life Solutions**

**How Effluent Is Changing the Industry**

From maintenance practices to getting guarantees from local governments, the increased use of reclaimed water for irrigation is altering the way you do business.

*By Frank H. Andorka Jr.*

**Slowly But Surely**

The change toward more eco-friendly oils is coming — and the mower companies are preparing for it.

*By Frank H. Andorka Jr.*

**About the cover**

This Mike Klemme shot of Glen Ellen Country Club in Mills, Mass., sums up the importance of a natural setting on a golf course better than anything we could have dreamed up.

**TurfGrass Trends**

This month, *Golfdom*’s practical research digest for turf managers reports on knowing when to treat insects based on tolerance levels. Pages 37-53.
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